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Energy of a single bead bouncing on a vibrating plate: Experiments and numerical simulations

J.-C. Géminard and C. Laroche
Laboratoire de Physique de l’ENS de Lyon, 46 Alle´e d’Italie, 69364 Lyon Cedex 07, France

~Received 14 December 2002; published 15 September 2003!

The energy of a single bead bouncing on a vibrating plate is determined in simulations and experiments by
tracking the bead-plate collision times. The plate oscillates sinusoidally along the vertical with the dimension-
less peak accelerationG, and the bead-plate collisions are characterized by the velocity restitution coefficient
e. Above the threshold dimensionless peak accelerationGs.0.85, which does not depend on the restitution
coefficient, the bead energy is shown to initially increase linearly with the vibration amplitudeA, whereas it is
found to scale likevp

2/(12e), where vp is the peak velocity of the plate, only in the limitG@Gs . The
thresholdGs is shown to decrease when the bead is subjected, in simulations, to additional nondissipative
collisions occurring with the typical frequencync . As a consequence, the bead energy scales likevp

2/(12e)
for all vibration strengths in the limitnc@nc* . From the experimental and numerical findings, an analytical
expression of the bead energy as a function of the experimental parameters is proposed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.031305 PACS number~s!: 81.05.Rm, 45.50.2j, 05.45.2a, 05.40.2a
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As they exhibit a wide range of unusual behaviors, gra
lar materials are the subject of intensive investigations@1–3#.
Because of the inelastic nature of the contacts between
grains, these systems are intrinsically dissipative. In orde
explore experimentally the effects of the dissipation on
properties of granular systems, it is convenient to prod
stationary states; they are achieved by continuously pro
ing the system with energy, compensating the energy int
sically lost when the grains are in motion. Among these st
ies, one can note the experimental realization oftwo-
dimensional (2D) granular gases, consisting of inelastic
beads constituting less than one-layer coverage on a v
cally shaken, horizontal plate@4–8# ~the experimental situa
tion has been the framework of molecular-dynamics simu
tions by Nieet al. @9#!. The velocity distributions, granula
temperature, pressure, as well as phase transitions have
studied as functions of the vibration strength, usually ch
acterized by the peak plate accelerationG. Nevertheless, de
tailed analysis of theclusteringtransition and of the pressur
indicates that the vibrating boundary becomes inefficien
thermalize the system when the acceleration or the densi
the gas are decreased. The energy input by the vibra
boundary has been the subject of several theoretical stu
@10–13#; the scaling law for the energy as a function of t
vibration strength has been shown to depend on the shap
the boundary vibration~sinusoidal, sawtooth, etc.! and on the
nature of the dissipation within the gas~viscous, inelastic!. In
these studies, the assumption was made that the bead
pinges randomly on the boundary; we note that this is not
case when the bead collides more than once with the bo
ary between two collisions with another bead. One can ea
show that the velocity is exponentially correlated betwe
two successive collisions in this case. It is hence relevan
study the dynamical behavior of a single bead bouncing o
vibrating plate, and to determine the mean energy^E& of the
bead as a function of the vibration strength. The system
been widely studied, but, since the seminal work of Fe
@14#, most of the studies focused on the period-doubl
route to chaos@15–17#. Moreover, Warret al., considering
the situation both theoretically and experimentally, found
1063-651X/2003/68~3!/031305~5!/$20.00 68 0313
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qualitative disagreement between their theoretical and
perimental findings@18#; the mean energy of the bouncin
bead was found to scale like the peak plate velocityvp in
experiments whereas it was expected, theoretically and
merically, to scale likevp

2 . Experimentally, the velocity dis-
tributions and the mean energy were determined by track
the bead with high speed photography. The theoretical s
ing was found by writing a discrete-time Langevin equatio
Because of the experimental method, only a small numbe
bounces could be analyzed. Inaccuracies due to air d
small sample size, and human biases were thought to
largely responsible for this discrepancy. We present an a
native experimental method permitting the analysis of a la
number of bounces, and hence making possible the dete
nation of the velocity distributions and the energy with
better accuracy. A good agreement is found between the
perimental results and a numerical simulation similar to t
presented in Ref.@18#. In addition, the numerical study i
extended in order to account for the effects of the collisio
between beads within the gas.

Let us now consider the case of a single bead bouncing
a plate. The plate undergoes harmonic oscillations in the
tical direction according toz(t)5A cos(2pnt1f), with A the
vibration amplitude andn5v/2p the frequency. The energ
dissipation, associated with the bead-plate collisions, is c
acterized by the velocity restitution coefficiente ~we assume,
in the following, thate does not depend on the impact v
locity @19,20#, and neglect rolling or sliding frictions plausi
bly involved in the bead-plate contacts@21,22#!.

We consider first the numerical simulation. For conv
nience, we normalize the lengths to the vibration amplitu
A and the times to the characteristic time 1/2pn. The bead,
when not in contact with the plate, moves under the force
gravity according to

h̃~ t !5h̃n1 ṽn~ t̃ 2 t̃n!2
1

2G
~ t̃ 2 t̃n!2, ~1!

where h̃n and ṽn are, respectively, the initial dimensionles
height and the velocity of the particle after thenth collision
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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with the plate that occurred att̃n ~the dimensionless pea
plate accelerationG[Av2/g, whereg denotes the accelera
tion due to gravity!. The corresponding dimensionless ener
of the bead ~or dimensionless bouncing height! Hb
5E/mgA is constant between two successive collisions w
the plate and can be written asHb5G ṽ2/21h̃. The velocity
of the beadṽn is given by

ṽn5~11e!ṽp2e ṽ, ~2!

where ṽ is the bead velocity prior to the collision andṽp

52cos(t̃n1f), the plate velocity att̃n . The next collision
time t̃n11 is the first root of z̃( t̃n11)5h̃( t̃n11) ( t̃n11

. t̃n). In order to handlechattering@16# or inelastic collapse
@23#, we stick the bead to the plate when the time interv
between successive collisionsdt̃n[t̃n2 t̃n21 is smaller than
a cutoff time (dt̃,1024). The bead then moves with th

plate until the accelerationz̈̃( t̃ ) is sufficient to release the
particle into a new trajectory. We point out that the relati
@Eq. ~2!# between the dimensionless bead velocities bef
( ṽ) and after (ṽn) collision with the vibrating plate depend
only on the collision timet̃n and not on the characteristi
amplitudeA and frequencyn of the plate vibration. Thus
it appears clearly that the only control parameter in
problem is the dimensionless accelerationG that appears in
Eq. ~1!.

In order to account for the effects of the bead-bead co
sions ~assumed to be nondissipative and to occur with
typical frequencync), when the vibrating plate is used a
energy input for a granular gas, we allow the numerical p
cedure to renew the initial conditions of the bead, keep
the energyE(t) unchanged. The main purpose of the mod
is to study the effects of the resulting loss of correlati
between the particle motion and the plate vibration. We
sume that the durationdt of the free motion of the bead
between two successive bead-bead collisions satisfies
probability distributionP(dt);exp(2ncdt), wherenc is the
typical collision frequency. In the numerical simulation, o
collision is accounted as follows: the phasef of the plate
motion is chosen randomly in the interval@0,2p@ and the
bead velocity ṽ randomly in the interval@2A2Hb /G,
1A2Hb /G#. The corresponding bead heighth̃ then satisfies
h̃5Hb2G ṽ2/2, so that the collision does not change t
energy of the bead but only its time phase with respect to
plate.

The numerical results obtained for a bead bouncing fre
(nc50) are presented in Fig. 1. We find that the mean va
over time,^Hb&, of the dimensionless mean bouncing heig
depends linearly onG according tô Hb&5(2a1bG). Re-
sults obtained for different values ofe show that the slope
b;1/@(12e)1b(12e)2# whereas, by contrast, the rat
Gs[a/b does not to depend on the restitution coefficiente.
As a consequence, the mean energy of the bead^E&
5mgÂ Hb& reads
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~G2Gs!G

~12e!1b~12e!2 , ~3!

with the constant parametersa5a0[3.860.1, b54.45
60.02, andGs5Gs

0[0.8560.01. According to Eq.~3!, the
energy^E& scales likevp

2 only whenG@Gs , whereas it in-
creases linearly with vibration amplitudeA when G.Gs .
Moreover, the results show that there exists a threshold
mensionless peak acceleration of the plate,Gs , above which
the bead can experience a nontrivial trajectory; the m
energy of the bead,̂E&, is then given by Eq.~3!.

We compared the numerical results, obtained in the c
of the freely bouncing bead (nc50), to experimental mea
surements. The experimental setup consists of one horizo
glass plate (232 cm2) which is vibrated vertically. A glass
plate is used in order to avoid any wear of the plate surfa
indeed successive impacts of the bead at the same loc
on the surface of metallic plates always led to the format
of a visible small indent. The system is vibrated vertica
with the help of an electromagnetic shaker~Brüel & Kjaer,
Type 4803! driven by sine waves (n540–80 Hz) from a low
distortion signal generator~Stanford Research System
DS345! and a power amplifier~Kepco, BOP50-4M!. The
amplitudeA of the vertical motion is measured with the he
of an inductive sensor~Electrocorp, EMD1053! so that the
peak plate accelerationGP@0,3# is known to within 0.01.
The bead~Marteau & Lemarie´, steel, diameterD510 mm)
is guided by a glass tube~inner diameter 10.1 mm! so that it
does not escape the system. The bottom edge of the g
tube is placed about 5 mm above the plate surface in orde
avoid air to be trapped underneath the bead. An impact s
sor ~PCB-200B! is placed between the vibrator and the pla
The signal is recorded on a PC equipped with a data ac
sition board ~Data Translation, DT300!, and the collision
timestn are detected numerically. The energy of the bead
calculated from the successive collision timestn and from
the corresponding vertical positions of the plate. Seeking

FIG. 1. Mean bouncing height̂Hb& vs accelerationG. The
trajectories are computed, for different values of the restitution
efficient e, during 105 periods of the plate oscillation.
5-2
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ENERGY OF A SINGLE BEAD BOUNCING ON A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031305 ~2003!
simplicity, we neglect the vibration amplitudeA with respect
to the bouncing height, and write the energy of the be
betweentn andtn11 as

En5
mg2

8
Dtn

2 , ~4!

whereDtn5tn112tn stands for the flight duration with en
ergy En . From the experimental distributions ofDtn ~Fig.
2!, the mean energy of the bead over time is estimated a

^E&5
( EnDtn

( Dtn

5
mg2

8

( Dtn
3

( Dtn

. ~5!

We measure the mean energy of the bead^E& as a func-
tion of the dimensionless accelerationG by changing the
vibration amplitudeA at constant frequencyn. The experi-
mental measurements agree quantitatively with the num
cal simulations at large acceleration~typically G.1.4)
whereas departure from Eq.~1! is observed when the bea
motion synchronizes to the plate oscillation~Fig. 3!. In this
case, the bead experiences periodic trajectories withDtn
5k/n (k is an integer! associated with the constant energ

Ek5m
g2

v2 S p2k2

2
1AG22Gk

2D , ~6!

which depends only slightly on the plate accelerationG.
Such a periodic trajectory can exist for accelerations lar
than Gk5kp(12e)/(11e). Due to synchronization of the
bead motion to the plate oscillation, we observe hyster
for small values ofG ~Fig. 3!. When the accelerationG is
decreased, the bead synchronizes to the plate motion fG
.1.5 and then experiences a periodic trajectory withk52

FIG. 2. Probability distributionP(Dt) vs Dt. The synchroniza-
tion of the bead to the plate motion (k51 andk52) is pointed out
by the two distributions atG50.9. For the sake of clarity, the dis
tributions are rescaled and shifted (n560 Hz, sampling frequency
is 60 kHz during 8 s!.
03130
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down to G.0.7.G2. For G,0.7, the bead experiences
periodic trajectory withk51 down toG1.0.2, below which
the beadsticksto the plate. By contrast, when the accele
tion G is increased, the energy of the bead, which initia
experiences the first periodic trajectory (k51), increases
continuously according to Eq.~1! aboveG.1.07.

In order to evaluate the effect of the bead-bead collisio
we increased the frequencync in the numerical simulations
the mean bouncing height^Hb& decreases at large acceler
tion whereas it increases at small accelerations~Fig. 4!. This
behavior results from a simultaneous decrease of the thr
old accelerationGs and of the slopea. By contrast, the pa-
rameterb remains unchanged within the scatter of the n
merical data. The threshold accelerationGs decreases
exponentially with increasing collision frequencync accord-
ing to

FIG. 3. Energŷ E& vs accelerationG. Diamonds: experimenta
data (n560 Hz, sampling frequency is 60 kHz during 8 s!. Dashed
lines: energy of the periodic modesEk . Vertical dashes: minimum
accelerationGk . Solid line: Eq.~3! with e50.88.

FIG. 4. Mean bouncing height^Hb& vs accelerationG.
5-3
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Gs5Gs
0expS 2

nc

nc*
D , ~7!

where the characteristic collision frequencync* 5(1.4
60.3)(12e)1.560.1n depends on the restitution coefficiente
@Gs

0.0.85 denotes the threshold dimensionless peak ac
eration of the plate in the limitnc→0 Eq. ~3!#. In the same
way, the coefficienta satisfies

a5a* 1~a02a* !expS 2
nc

nc*
D , ~8!

with a* 51.760.1 and the same typical frequencync* . The
numerical data are successfully described to within 10%
Eq. ~3! for eP@0.7,0.95# andGP@1.0,2.5# ~Fig. 5!. Accord-
ing to Eq. ~3!, in the limit nc@nc* , the mean energŷE&
5a* vp

2/@(12e)1b(12e)2# scales likevp
2 for all accelera-

tions G; when the typical frequencync of the bead-bead

FIG. 5. Mean bouncing height̂Hb& vs accelerationG. Sym-
bols: numerical simulations. Dashed lines: Eq.~3! with Gs @Eq. ~7!#
anda @Eq. ~8!#.
hy
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collisions is large enough, the phasef of the plate motion is
not correlated between two successive bead-plate collisi
The random phase approximation is then fulfilled and
Langevin description is relevant. As a consequence, the
ergy ^E& scales likevp

2 , as predicted theoretically by War
et al. @18#.

In conclusion, the numerical and experimental studies
the energŷ E& of a single bead bouncing freely on a vibra
ing plate agree quantitatively. From the numerical data,
propose an analytical expression of the mean energy of
bead as a function of the experimental parameters. Fo
accelerations, the energy scales like 1/(12e) in the limit e
→1. Above the dimensionless threshold accelerationGs
.0.85, which does not depend on the restitution coeffici
e, the energy of the bead, experiencing a complicated m
tion, increases almost linearly with the vibration amplitu
A. The energy scales likevp

2 , where vp is the peak plate
velocity, only at large enough acceleration (G@Gs). The
threshold accelerationGs is shown to decrease when the be
is subjected, in simulations, to additional nondissipative c
lisions occurring with the typical frequencync . The bead
energy scales likevp

2/(12e) for all vibration strengths in the
limit nc@nc* , where nc* is a characteristic collision fre
quency which depends on the bead-plate restitution co
cient e and on the vibration frequency. These results
important clues for understanding the properties of vertica
vibrated granular gases. For instance, the dependence o
mean energy of the bead on the bead-bead collision
quencync could partly explain the hysteresis observed in t
transition from the crystal to the gas phase in 2D granu
gases. We plan to make use of the experimental metho
determine accurately the probability distributions and cor
lation functions of the bead and plate velocities at the imp
times. The results should help in writing a statistical theo
depicting the dependence of the bead energy on the vibra
strength, and then improving the understanding of the th
malization of granular materials by vibrating boundaries.

The authors wish to thank E. Leveˆque and T. Biben for
helpful conversations.
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